Smart City with a Focus on the Urban District

„Smarter Together Vienna“ works with an interdisciplinary team of experts on the implementation of five sub-projects for an environmentally viable, social equitable and economically efficient mobility. The focus on the urban district is essential as it ensures active inclusion of the inhabitants. In line with the Smart City idea, numerous co-operations and interdisciplinary development efforts are being tested on site.

"Siemens" and "Post AG" are aiming at reaching a CO$_2$-free urban logistic. Bike-Sharing, Car-Sharing and a Mobility Point by the "Wiener Linien" (Vienna Lines) are as many offers for an alternative mobility in the district. A Mobility Survey made by the AIT showed potentials for an environmentally friendly mobility. The SIMmobile is an innovative mobile urban dialogue lab and an important meeting point in the project area. Numerous activities aim at fostering participation and information in schools sensitise for the issue.

The mobility projects with Smarter Together ensure a saving of about 45 tons CO$_2$ per year and investments of over 2 Million Euro in the district. In the final stage, about 30 e-vehicles will be operational and 40 charging stations will be installed.

We are delighted by the award of the VCÖ and take it as a motivation for the project implementation in the upcoming years.
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VCÖ Mobility Award 2017 for Smarter Together

The EU funded urban renewal initiative Smarter Together in the Vienna district of Simmering is awarded by the VCÖ (Verkehrsclub Österreich) for its holistic innovations in mobility in the category "Active Mobility and Public Space". In the framework of „Smarter Together“ and under the patronage of Executive Councilor for Housing Michael Ludwig themes such as housing, energy supply, infrastructure and mobility are further developed in an integrated way.

What is Smarter Together?

„Smarter Together“ is a Smart City urban renewal project funded by the European Union in the framework of the research programme Horizon 2020 in the amount of 25 Mio. Euro that is implemented together with Lyon and Munich and a variety of additional partners. In Vienna, innovative solutions are developed, tested and implemented in the central area of the district of Simmering in regards to housing refurbishment, energy, infrastructure and mobility. 7 Mio. Euro EU-funding for Vienna trickle an overall investment of over 46 Mio. Euro.
SMARter TOGETHER
Holistic Mobility

Programme coordination:
City of Vienna / MA 25

Siemens, site Leberstraße
- E-Forklifts and E-Car operational
- Charging stations for employees

E-Taxi (WStW NeuMo) feasibility study finalized in 2017

Residential neighbourhood Hauffgasse (BWSG)
E-Car-Sharing for inhabitants with mobility provider

Mobility survey (AIT)
241 feedback in 2016

Local Mobility Strategy
“Holistic approach that merges and combines a variety of mobility offers on a local level.”

- Local mobility activities.
- Inclusion and participation of the inhabitants

E-Logistics (Post)
- 2 E-Vans operational
- B2C logistic solution

E-Bike Sharing (Sycube)
- 13 E-Bikes
- 1 E-Cargo-Bike
- 2 Stations, temporary sites

Urban Renewal Office GB* 3/11
- SIMmobile
- E-Cargo-Bike for the district

Mobility Point (Wiener Stadtwerke)
“Geographically concentrated multi-modal mobility offers.”

Project Partners Mobility